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Background
This application was developed for the South-east Asia & African operation of a global telecom giant. The
delivery was done through a global system integrator who was solely responsible to look after each IT
related need of the telecom company mentioned. To maintain the growth momentum and streamlined
operation and service delivery there are a lot of activities and commercial engagement the client has to
enter into on a daily basis which needs a lot of hard-nosed business decisions and approvals.
These initiations are in the form of ﬁlling a designated word document template (for each category of
procurement) and passing this document around to a pre-determined set of approvers. Once all the
approvals are met, the procurement process is ready to start.
Most often, the person contacted on either side may not be in a position to fulﬁll the request himself and
may thus need to involve other colleagues from within the organization.
At the same time, even though very important commercial/operational approvals are met through this
process, the compliance level was alarming. It was a mammoth task for the auditors to dig out details of all
initiations/approvals/documents and communications carried out during the course of reaching to a ﬁnal
approval for a major procurement. There was no centralized repository for all these components. Hence,
there was an immense pressure from the audit deptt and management to make this process more compliant,
streamlined and secure and also to reduce turn around time.
All of the above was sought to be achieved through an automated system along with manual intervention.
The need for ensuring approvals happen on time, ability to track movement of each work item and overall
health monitoring of the process was some of the objectives that materialized in the development and
deployment of the eNFA application.

Business shortcomings addressed
Some of the major shortcomings that were addressed by the ENFA application are mentioned below:
§

No of approvers were not ﬁxed and hence addition of new approvers had become a routine issue
leading to a long waiting time in getting all the approvals and hence completion of the process. With
ENFA the associated processes were well deﬁned and ﬁxed the accountability of getting approvals to a
large extend.

§

The users had to ﬁll up large word document templates which were a tedious job and often users would
prefer to delay it as it was a the not-so-exciting part of their work. Now everything was on the browser
and users start feeling more involved in the process. The system was intelligent enough to help users
select the appropriate template for a particular purchase requisition.

§

The entire knowledge base of the approval process was scattered in hundreds of individual hard drives.
No proactive sharing of the documents associated with the process. Now all the templates, documents
and all attachments were stored in a centralized repository and can be accessed for audit any time.

§

Management was facing a hard time ensuring that all approval happen within the due time. ENFA
ensured that TAT (turn around time) was assigned to every approval in the process. It also alerts users in
case of TAT end is approaching ensuring that the approval gets its due attention from the user.

§

Apart from the mentioned points the application itself brought more compliance and visibility for
management into the approval process. All transactions are recorded and ready for an audit anytime
and users and their supervisors now have information on what percentage of approvals happened on
time, how much time TAT had been overshoot. Somewhere this information also helped users to curb
any shortcomings into the process itself.

Business bene ts achieved
Overall the eNFA application has brought in the following major beneﬁts which any organization of this
stature will aspire for:
§

Faster completion of approval process to ensure uninterrupted availability of critical infrastructure

§

Consistent application of approval processes

§

Clear audit trail evidenced by copies of all supporting documents, notes and comments

§

Comprehensive reporting from multiple

§

Tighter controls at all stages to prevent collusion

§

Transparency in purchasing

§

Better visibility for management

§

Fixing accountability
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